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Plan of talk 
}  Climate, Uncertainty, and Catastrophes 

}   Background & Context 
}   Weitzman’s Dismal Theorem (DT) 

}  333 citations since publication in 2009! (Google Scholar). 
}  Interpretation and assumptions hotly debated. 

}  Discuss criticisms of DT 
}  Relevance to cost-benefit analysis? 
}  ‘Fat tails’: Bayesian and Science arguments 
}  Assumptions about utility function: CRRA vs. HARA 

}  How should we ‘value’ catastrophes? 
}  A counterintuitive result from social choice 
}  How to evaluate prospects with different population size? 



Uncertainty and Climate Change 
}  Climate science: 

}  Physical principles (thermodynamics, Navier-Stokes, atmospheric 
chemistry) and broad-brush messages (GHGs cause warming) very well 
established. 

}  Detailed quantitative predictions uncertain, especially for localized 
regions. 

}  Why? Highly complex nonlinear system – prediction is hard! 
 Many known unknowns – e.g. cloud feedbacks 

 
 

 
 



Uncertainty in economic impacts 
}  Climate-economy interactions: 

}  If anything, MORE uncertain. 
}  Only agricultural impacts and sea-level rise studied in detail for some 

parts of the world.  

Burke et. al. (2011) 



Integrated assessment modeling 
}  Take two things you don’t understand too well: 

}  CLIMATE, ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT 
}  Model the effect of one on the other (which you also don’t 

understand very well): 
}  REDUCED FORM DAMAGE FUNCTION 

}  Apply a hotly contested, yet widely deployed, welfare 
framework: 
}  DISCOUNTED UTILITARIANISM 

}  Stir…And the optimal mitigation policy is... 
}  Treatment of uncertainty in IAMs: 

}  Sensitivity analysis of optimal policies (mainly DICE) 
}  Monte Carlo evaluation of exogenous policies (DICE, PAGE, FUND) 
}  Very limited optimal policy computations under uncertainty 

 Kelly & Kolstad (1999), Traeger & Colleagues 



Discounting: Effects of ‘thin-tailed’ uncertainty 
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      Ramsey equation with ‘Thin-tailed’ uncertainty 
 
In most IAMs:  
ITS dominates risk. 
Problem I: ηplaying two roles – Separation of risk and ITS. 
Problem II:  Is the ‘risk’ in this equation realistic? 
 

� � O(1), µ⇥ ⇤2

ç Stochastic discount factor 



Weitzman’s Dismal Theorem (DT) 
}  DT places uncertainty at the heart of Climate Policy 

analysis 
}  Assumptions: 

1.  Fat tailed risk of a global consumption catastrophe is a 
generic feature of the climate problem 

2.  The coefficient of relative risk aversion (CRRA) is bounded 
above zero as consumption tends to zero 

}  Result: 
}  The stochastic discount factor (the value of a marginal unit of 

future consumption in today’s consumption units) is infinite. 
}  Common Interpretation: 

}  We should pay a large amount today to offset future fat-tailed 
risks 



UNDERSTANDING THE 
DISMAL THEOREM 



Some conceivable climate catastrophes 
}  Melting of West Antarctic Ice Sheet – Sea level rises by > 4.8m 
}  Shut-down of thermohaline circulation – temps in Europe fall 

by up to 8C. 
}  Runaway greenhouse effect – water-vapour feedback gets out 

of control (scientifically dubious, but not unimaginable). 
}  Dangerous carbon-cycle feedbacks – warming reduces ability 

of oceans to act as carbon sink, increases release of soil 
carbon. 

}  Release of GHGs (methane mostly) trapped in permafrost, 
clathrate deposits. 

}  We can’t quantify how unlikely these outcomes are. 
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Normal distribution

Student’s t distribution

‘Structural Uncertainty’ and tail broadening 
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Discounting II – Weitzman’s Dismal Theorem 

}  Suppose the distribution for y has ‘structural uncertainty’, with uncertain scale 
parameter s, and given a finite number n of observations yn. 

 
}  Assume that: 

 
}  The posterior distribution q(y|yn) for y is given by 

 
}  The Coefficient of Relative Risk Aversion (CRRA) is strictly > 0 as c 

approaches 0. 
}  Theorem (Weitzman ‘09): The stochastic discount factor is infinite. 

  

(Schwarz, 1999) 
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Reactions to DT 
1.  ‘Blind panic’: 

}  CBA of fat-tailed risks is impossible – don’t even try it. 
}  We really should pay pretty much everything to offset fat tailed risks. 

2.  ‘Acceptance’: 
}  CBA highly sensitive to arbitrary cut-off of marginal utility at low consumption values. 

}  CBA of climate risks much more sensitive to chance of catastrophe than to contested 
welfare parameters. 

}  Policy should place more emphasis on reducing the likelihood of catastrophes, e.g. 
geoengineering 

3.  ‘Cautious pragmatism’: 
}  DT should be read as a critique of assumptions in IAMs: 

Neglect risk of low probability, high consequence outcomes. 
Poorly justified damage functions. 
Conclusions are not robust! 

4.  ‘Scorn and derision’: 

}  DT is a mathematical curiosity based on flawed assumptions that have limited relevance 
to the climate problem. 



3 CRITICISMS OF DT 



Marginal vs. Total Willingness to Pay 
}  Infinite marginal willingness to pay does not imply total willingness 

to pay is infinite (Horowitz & Lange, Karp) 

}  TRUE, but relies on assuming certain transfers between the 
present and the future exist. 

}  One can show that DT holds for total as well as marginal WTP 
if, for all abatement levels: 

 
 Temp distribution exponent > 1 + (Damage Steepness)(CRRA-1) 

}  For common parameter values, require CRRA < 1.5 for 
convergence 



Uncertainty in Climate Sensitivity 

G H Roe, M B Baker Science 2007;318:629-632 



Climate sensitivity and adjustment times 
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Very general argument by Hansen et. al. (1985) suggests time to reach equilibrium  
proportional to S2. 
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Several papers criticize DT by bounding the distribution of future temperature change: 
Nordhaus, 2009; Costello et al, 2010; Newbold and Daigneault, 2010; Roe and Bauman, 2010 

But is consumption bounded above zero? 
Multiplicative damage functions not designed to account for extreme temp change. 



The role of the utility function 
}  Arrow (1974):  Expected Utility exists for all finite mean 

risks only when: 
}  U is increasing and concave. 
}  U(0) is bounded below! 

}  For the existence of the stochastic discount factor, the 
relevant quantity is U’(0), which does not exist for ANY 
positive value of the CRRA. 

}  Policy choice vs. Policy Evaluation: 
 “Expected Utility theory is insensitive to small probability 
events.” (Chichilnisky, 2000) 



HARA utility functions 
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Chichilnisky’s result 
}  “Expected utility theory is insensitive to small probability 

events.” (Chichilnisky, 2000) 
}  Theorem: Let x(t),y(t) be lotteries over a random variable t ∈R with 

probability measure µ(t). Then if preferences over lotteries can be 
represented by expected utility functionals with a bounded utility function: 

}  Although welfare evaluations may still be very sensitive to 
small probability events (e.g. when νis small), welfare 
comparisons (i.e. policy choice) are not. 

x ⇥ y ⇤⌅
⇧� > 0 : x� ⇥ y� where x = x� and y = y� a.e. on any � � R : µ(�c) < �.



The key question… 
 

How should we ‘value’ catastrophes as a society? 

}  A counterintuitive result from social choice: 
}  Applying Harsanyi’s aggregation theorem to this problem: 

Even if every individual has a bounded utility function,  
the social utility function may be unbounded below.  

}  Revealed preference arguments for bounded social utility 
function based on samples of the population may be flawed. 



Elephant in the Room: Population Change 

}  How can we contemplate catastrophes in which 
consumption goes to zero without considering population 
change? 

}  If abatement can affect the likelihood of catastrophes, we 
must evaluate prospects with different populations. 

}  Important role for population ethics and social choice. 
}  Draw on 2 recent books:  

}  ‘Weighing Lives’ (John Broome, 2004) 
}  ‘Population issues in social choice theory, welfare economics, 

and ethics’ (Blackorby, Bossert, & Donaldson, 2005). 



Population axioms 
}  Utility Independence 

}  For any u,v, and for all w, s of same pop size,  
(u,w)R(v,w) iff (u,s)R(v,s) 

}  Existence Independence 
}  For all u, v, w (of any pop size), (u,w)R(v,w) iff uRv 

}  Negative Expansion Principle 
}  For all u, and any d<0, uP(u,d) 

}  Avoidance of Repugnant Conclusion 
}  It is NOT the case that any decrease in welfare can be offset by an 

increase in population. 
}  Priority for lives worth living 

}  All vectors with all positive welfare entries are preferred to all 
vectors with all negative welfare entries (regardless of respective 
populations). 



Accounting for Population Change 
}  Weitzman and commentators implicitly assume an 

‘average utilitarian’ approach to the population change 
that invariably accompanies catastrophes. 

}  Average Utilitarianism heavily criticized by social choice 
theorists. 

}  A more attractive alternative, Critical Level Utilitarianism: 
 
 
 
}  This welfare function is much less sensitive to 

catastrophes even if the social utility function is 
unbounded below. 

Welfare =

Z
N̄(c) (U(c)� ↵) p(c)dc



Conclusions 

} The real message of Weitzman’s DT: 
Our traditional welfare frameworks are not 
suitable for evaluating policies with potentially 
catastrophic outcomes. 

} There are viable alternatives available. 
} These require both new empirical inputs, and 

new ethical choices. 
} These choices are unavoidable, and should be 

made explicitly and transparently, rather than 
implicitly. 


